13.x: Slideshow skips 1 out of 2 slides and content of 1st slide is shown at the end of the slideshow

To reproduce, apply the Slideshow profile (available in the Profiles Wizard), validate the plugin call, and start the slideshow. 1st screen is empty, and the last screen shows the contents that in 12.x where shown in the first slide, where they were expected.

In addition, when you click on the screen, on press Page forward or down key, you skip one slide each time. (tested with Chrome 35 and Firefox 30 on GNU/Linux)

See it reproduced here:
This slide 32

should be shown in slide 0:

u: admin
p: 12345

See also: http://suite.tiki.org/show:Tiki+Suite+Slideshow
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Use arrow right instead of arrow down when using the slideshow
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